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Abstract.
In this paper the author considers the various types of completeness for di-uniform texture spaces and
especially for complemented ones. Following that, the relationships between completeness of uniform
spaces and these types of completeness for complemented di-uniform texture spaces are investigated in
a categorical setting, just as interrelations between quasi-uniform spaces and di-uniform texture spaces
are pointed out insofar as completeness is concerned. Additionally, useful requirements among the various types of completeness of a di-uniformity and real dicompactness of the uniform ditopological space
generated by that di-uniformity are presented as a diagram.

1. Introduction and Preliminaries
As will be clear from the general standard references [3–6], it is showed that ditopological texture spaces
provide a unified setting for the study of topology, bitopology and fuzzy topology on Hutton algebras.
Some of the links with Hutton spaces and fuzzy topologies are expressed in a categorical setting in [28].
We will not be interested in the links with fuzzy topology in this paper. On the other hand, there is a close
relationship between bitopological and ditopological spaces as shown in [22–28].
The foundations of a suitable uniformity theory on textures giving descriptions in terms of direlations,
dicovers and dimetrics have been developed in [16] and the term di-uniformity was introduced to cover
both dicovering and direlational uniformities. In this work, constant reference will be made to [16] for
definitions and results relating to di-uniformities, most of which will be repeated here. Following this, the
relationships between quasi-uniformities and uniformities (see [10]) on a set in the classical sense are then
investigated in [17], in the setting of di-uniformities on a special texture.
On the other hand, the subjects of completeness and total boundedness for di-uniformities are discussed
in [19] and the term dicompleteness is defined as a type of completeness for di-uniform texture spaces. In
addition, [18] gives a categorical point of view for the di-uniform texture spaces by defining various
categories and functors.
Motivation and background material specific to the main topic of this paper maybe found in [12], [14–
28]. Due to lack of space, most of this material is not repeated here. In particular, the reader is referred to
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[8, 9] for a more categorically based treatment of completeness and bitopological realcompactness which is
the bitopological counterpart of classical realcompactness defined in [12].
In addition, the reader may consult [11] for terms from lattice theory not mentioned here. Also our
standard reference for notions and results from category theory is [1] and if A is a category, Ob A will denote
the class of objects and Mor A the class of morphisms of A.
In the present paper, a detailed analysis of the relationships among several certain types of completeness
in the various categories of di-uniform texture spaces and the completeness of (quasi-)uniform spaces will
be given. Accordingly, the layout of paper is as follows:
After presenting some preliminary material required for the paper, in Section 2 mainly, we introduce the
category ifDiU of di-uniform texture spaces and the uniformly bicontinuous point functions satisfying a
compatible condition. Following this, Section 3 considers the relationships between quasi-uniform spaces
and the corresponding elements of category ifDiU in a categorical setting insofar as completeness is
concerned.
Besides, in Section 4 after recalling the notions of complementation, complemented texture and the other
concepts related with a complementation, the effect of a complementation on the di-uniformities is taken
up. Accordingly, the subcategory ifCDiU of ifDiU whose objects are complemented di-uniform texture
spaces, is established and a type of completeness peculiar to the category ifCDiU is introduced by defining
a notion of complemented difilter. This section also contains another several definitions and results that are
important in their own right, and which will also be needed later on.
Finally, Section 5 as the last part of paper, discusses the connections between the classical uniform
spaces and the corresponding elements of category ifCDiU in a categorical setting insofar as completeness
is concerned. As a result of these connections, by defining the various types of completeness for di-uniform
texture spaces we proved some useful ditopological requirements which contain these types of completeness
as well as the notion of real dicompactness. Following that, we conclude the paper by giving a diagram
illustrates all those requirements.
Now we end this section by recalling some preliminary information and results that will enable the
casual reader to follow the general ideas presented here.
Textures If S is a set, a texturing S of S is a subset of P(S) which is a point-separating, complete, completely
distributive lattice containing S and ∅, and for which meet coincides with intersection and finite joins with
union. The pair (S, S) is then called a texture.
We regard a texture as a framework in which to do mathematics.
For a texture (S, S), most properties are conveniently defined in terms of the p-sets and q-sets:
\
_
Ps =
{A ∈ S | s ∈ A}, Qs =
{A ∈ S | s < A}
On the other hand, as noted in [3] we may associate with (S, S) the C-space (S, Sc ) that is, a T0 topological
space with a completely distributive lattice of open sets, and then the frequently occurring relationship
Ps0 * Qs , s, s0 ∈ S, is equivalent to s ωS s0 , where ωS is the interior relation for the C-space (S, Sc ).
Ditopological Texture Spaces Since a texturing S need not be closed under the operation of taking the
set-complement, the notion of topology is replaced by that of dichotomous topology or ditopology, namely
a pair (τ, κ) of subsets of S, consists of the set τ of open sets and the set κ of closed sets satisfying some
conditions. Hence a ditopology is essentially a “topology” for which there is no a priori relation between
the open and closed sets. A ditopological texture space with respect to a ditopology (τ, κ) on the texture
(S, S) is denoted by (S, S, τ, κ). For details see [5].
Functions Between Textures The notions of direlation and difunction between textures are considered in
detail in [5] and the category dfTex of textures and difunctions is introduced.
A point function ϕ between the base sets of two textures (S, S), (T, T) that preserves the interior relations,
that is satisfying the condition s ωS s0 =⇒ ϕ(s) ωT ϕ(s0 ), is called ω-preserving. Hence, the category of
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textures and ω-preserving point functions is denoted by ifTex. This category which has products was
introduced in [21] and some subcategories of it were defined in [20, 21, 24, 25]. Also, a major part of the
theory of point functions may be found in [23, 24].
In general difunctions are not directly related to ordinary (point) functions between the base sets, but
we recall from [5, Lemma 3.4] that if (S, S), (T, T) are textures and ϕ : S → T a point function satisfying the
compatibility condition Ps * Qs0 =⇒ Pϕ(s) * Qϕ(s0 ) , then the formulae
fϕ =

_

{P(s,t) | ∃ u ∈ S with Ps * Qu and Pϕ(u) * Qt },

Fϕ =

\

{Q(s,t) | ∃ v ∈ S with Pv * Qs and Pt * Qϕ(v) },

(1.1)

define a difunction ( fϕ , Fϕ ) from (S, S) to (T, T).
Also the following equalities define the inverse image with respect to ϕ and ( fϕ , Fϕ )
←
fϕ← B = F←
ϕ B=ϕ B=

_

{Pu | ϕ(u) ∈ B} =

\
{Qv | ϕ(v) < B}.

for each B ∈ T.
Bicontinuity A difunction or an ω-preserving point function between the ditopological texture spaces, is
called bicontinuous if the inverse image of every open set is open and the inverse image of every closed set
is closed.
Special Classes of Textures The texture (S, S) is called plain if S is closed under arbitrary unions.
The more general class of nearly plain textures and the notion of ∗-space, required for the rest of paper,
were introduced in [24]. Recall that a texture (S, S) is called nearly plain if given s ∈ S there exists a point
a ∈ S satisfying Qs = Qa for which a ωS a. Clearly every ditopological plain texture space is nearly plain and
∗-space.
In this work, the set of plain points of a nearly plain texture (S, S) is denoted by Sp = {s ∈ S | s ωS s} such
as in the papers [21–28].
Also the following notion, which is given in [26] and weaker than that of nearly plain texture, is required
for the rest of paper:
Given s1 , s2 ∈ S with s1 ωS s2 if there exists u ∈ Sp with s1 ωS u and u ωS s2 then the texture (S, S) is called
almost plain.
In this work, the subconstruct of ifTex whose objects are plain is denoted by ifPTex. Recall from [20],
ifPTex is a full, isomorphism-closed, concretely reflective subconstruct of ifTex.
Note that ifPTex coincides with the category fPTex given in [5] and we recall that fPTex is isomorphic
to dfPTex, which is defined in [5], and consisting of plain textures and dfTex-morphisms. Consequently,
ifPTex is isomorphic to dfPTex.
We denote by ifDitop (see [21]) the category of ditopological texture spaces and bicontinuous ifTexmorphisms. Clearly ifDitop is topological category over ifTex. In addition, the following proposition
which is given in [21] with its proof, will be required for the rest of paper.
Proposition 1.1. An ifTex morphism ϕ : S → T is an ifTex-isomorphism if and only if
i) ϕ is bijective,
ii) Ps ⊆ Qu then Pϕ(s) ⊆ Qϕ(u) .
Similar to Proposition 1.1, ifDitop-isomorphisms are characterized in [21]. Hence, it can be seen that an
ifDitop-isomorphism is in fact a bicontinuous ifTex-isomorphism such that its inverse is also bicontinuous.
For the benefit of reader, let us give three useful examples:
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Examples 1.2. (1) For any set X, (X, P(X)) is the discrete texture representing the usual set structure of X.
Clearly, Px = {x}, Qx = X \ {x} for all x ∈ X. Hence, (X, P(X)) ∈ Ob ifPTex. Also for any topology T on X,
(T, T c ) is a ditopology on (X, P(X)) where T c = {X \ G | G ∈ T}.
Moreover, for any bitopology (u, v) on X, (u, vc ) is a ditopology on (X, P(X)).
(2) Consider the real texture (R, R). Here R denotes the set of real numbers and R is the texturing {(−∞, r] | r ∈
R} ∪ {(−∞, r) | r ∈ R} ∪ {R, ∅}. Here Pr = (−∞, r] and Qr = (−∞, r) for all r ∈ R, thus (R, R) ∈ Ob ifPTex.
In addition, the natural ditopology on (R, R) is (τR , κR ), where τR = {(−∞, r) | r ∈ R} ∪ {R, ∅} and κR =
{(−∞, r] | r ∈ R} ∪ {R, ∅}. Thus real ditopological texture space is denoted by (R, R, τR , κR ) in this context.
(3) For I = [0, 1] define I = {[0, t] | t ∈ [0, 1]} ∪ {[0, t) | t ∈ [0, 1]}. We will refer to (I, I) as the unit
interval texture. Here Pt = [0, t] and Qt = [0, t) for all t ∈ I and (I, I) ∈ Ob ifPTex. Also the equalities
τI = {[0, r) | 0 ≤ r ≤ 1} ∪ {I}, κI = {[0, r] | 0 ≤ r ≤ 1} ∪ {∅} defines a ditopology, called the natural ditopology
on (I, I). Thus the notation (I, I, τI , κI ) will denote the ditopological unit interval texture space.
Now let us recall the other required notions for the present paper:
T-Lattices of Real (Di)Functions Unlike the classical case given in [12], the families BDF(S) = {( f, F) | ( f, F) :
(S, S, τ, κ) → (R, R, τR , κR ) is bicontinuous difunction} and BA(S) = {ϕ | ϕ : (S, S, τ, κ) → (R, R, τR , κR ) is
ω-preserving and bicontinuous point function} given in [24], are not rings but T-lattices. Such parts of the
theory of T-lattice developed in [2] and required here, have already been given in [22, 24–26], and will not
be repeated.
Separation Axioms in Textures The basic separation axioms for ditopological texture spaces are discussed
in [7] and the reader is referred to it for the definitions of T0 , complete bi-regularity and bi-T2 which
effectively represents the Hausdorff axiom in this context, also to [24, Proposition 1.1] for a characterization
of complete biregularity suitable for our present purposes.
Real Dicompact Texture Spaces Based on the foundation laid in [24], the author presents in [25] a suitable
realcompactness structure for ditopological texture spaces, under the name real dicompactness as a natural
counterpart of the classical notion of realcompactness defined in [12], also proves that the real ditopological
space (R, R, τR , κR ) given as Examples 1.2(2), is real dicompact.
Dicovers: A set D ⊆ S × S is calledTa difamily W
on the texture (S, S) and a difamily C = {(A j , B j ) | j ∈ J}
of elements of S × S which satisfies j∈J1 B j ⊆ j∈J2 A j for all partitions (J1 , J2 ) of J, including the trivial
partitions, is called a dicover of (S, S). This notion defined in [4] is the textural counterpart of the notion dual
cover introduced in [2].
Uniformity on Textures : Just as uniformities can be described by using covers in the classical case so a
suitable uniformity theory on textures can be described in terms of dicovers and the resulting structure
is called dicovering uniformity, defined in [16, Definition 3.6]. In particular, the same uniformity theory
on textures can be described in terms of direlations as well and the term direlational uniformity is used for
direlational case.
Uniform Ditopology: Recall that just as a uniformity in the classical sense determines a topology called
the uniform topology, so a di-uniformity determines a ditopology called the uniform ditopology introduced
in [16].
Difilters An appropriate notion of “filter” on a texture would seem to be that of difilter by the notation
F × G, defined in [19]. It follows from the definition that the difilters are very general, so we imposes a
suitable “regularity” condition on them. The related details about (regular) difilters are given in [19, 21, 24].
Dicomplete Texture Spaces: The subjects of completeness and total boundedness for di-uniformities are
discussed in [19]. Particularly, the notions of Cauchy difilter and dicompleteness as completeness of di-uniform
texture spaces are defined as follows:
Definition 1.3. Let (S, S) be a texture and υ a dicovering uniformity on (S, S).
1. A difilter F × G on (S, S) is said to be Cauchy if (F × G) ∩ C , ∅ for all C ∈ υ.
2. (S, S, υ) is called dicomplete if every regular Cauchy difilter is diconvergent.
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Here note that diconvergency of difilters on a texture will be with respect to the uniform ditopology.
For another details about dicompleteness see [27].
In addition, a certain type of completion for di-uniformities on an almost plain texture is constructed
under the name plain dicompletion in [27]. Particularly, [27] associates the completeness of a certain diuniform texture space with the real dicompactness of compatible ditopological texture space and we
continue to work within the same framework in the final section of the present paper.
2. The Category ifDiU
In this section, we will introduce the category of di-uniform texture spaces and ω-preserving, uniformly
bicontinuous point functions, and will consider some related categories.
Firstly, recall from [18, Definition 4.4] that for direlational uniformities U and V, an ω-preserving
point function ϕ : (S, S, U) → (T, T, V) is called U-V (direlational) uniformly bicontinuous if (r, R) ∈ V then
ϕ−1 (r, R) ∈ U.
In a similar way, we will define the notion of dicovering uniform bicontinuity for an ω-preserving point
function. Before it, we need to mention what we mean by the inverse image of a dicover under an
ω-preserving point function.
For this, let ϕ : S → T be an ω-preserving point function and C a dicover on (T, T) then the inverse image
of C under ϕ is defined as:
ϕ−1 C = {(ϕ← A, ϕ← B) | ACB}
Clearly the difamily ϕ−1 C is a dicover since C is dicover and the delta refinement [16] of ϕ−1 C is defined
as follows:
(ϕ−1 C)∆ = {(St(ϕ−1 C, Ps ), CSt(ϕ−1 C, Qs )) | s ∈ S[ }
W
T
where St(ϕ−1 C, Ps ) = {ϕ← Ai | i ∈ I, Ps * ϕ← Bi } ∈ S, CSt(ϕ−1 C, Qs ) = {ϕ← Bi | i ∈ I, ϕ← Ai * Qs } ∈ S,
C = {(Ai , Bi ) | i ∈ I} and S[ = {s | S , Qs }.
Now, we will present some propositions and results required for the rest of paper. Firstly, if we recall
←
the equality ( fϕ , Fϕ )−1 C = {(F←
ϕ A, fϕ B) | ACB} by [16], the following will be obvious:
Proposition 2.1. Let (S, S) and (T, T) be textures, ϕ : S → T an ω-preserving point function and ( fϕ , Fϕ ) : (S, S) →
(T, T) the corresponding difunction. Then the equality ϕ−1 C = ( fϕ , Fϕ )−1 C is satisfied for a dicover C on (T, T).
Hence, by Proposition 2.1 and the definition of dicovering uniform bicontinuity for a difunction, we
have:
Proposition 2.2. Suppose that (S, S, U) and (T, T, V) are dicovering uniform texture spaces, ϕ : S → T an ωpreserving point function, and ( fϕ , Fϕ ) : (S, S) → (T, T) the corresponding difunction. In this case, ( fϕ , Fϕ ) is
dicovering uniformly bicontinuous if and only if C ∈ V =⇒ (ϕ−1 C)∆ ∈ U.
According to the above statements, the following definition can be given:
Definition 2.3. Let (S, S, U), (T, T, V) be dicovering uniform texture spaces and ϕ : S → T an ω-preserving point
function. If C ∈ V =⇒ (ϕ−1 C)∆ ∈ U then ϕ is called U–V dicovering uniformly bicontinuous.
Thus we have:
Corollary 2.4. Let (S, S, U), (T, T, V) be direlational uniform texture spaces and ϕ : S → T an ω-preserving point
function. In this case, ϕ is direlational uniformly bicontinuous if and only if ϕ is dicovering uniformly bicontinuous.
Proof. As we can associate a dicovering uniformity with a given direlational uniformity by [16, Theorem
3.7] which expresses the equivalence of these, the proof is trivial from Definition 2.3.
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Note 2.5. On account of Corollary 2.4, in what follows we will use the term uniform bicontinuity for an ω-preserving
point function to refer to dicovering uniform bicontinuity and direlational uniform bicontinuity, in general.
Therefore, by Proposition 2.2 and Definition 2.3 we have:
Corollary 2.6. An ω-preserving point function ϕ : (S, S, U) → (T, T, V) is uniformly bicontinuous if and only if the
corresponding difunction ( fϕ , Fϕ ) : (S, S, U) → (T, T, V) is uniformly bicontinuous.
It is clear that if ϕ satisfies the condition C ∈ V =⇒ ϕ−1 C ∈ U then ϕ is uniformly bicontinuous, since
ϕ C ∈ U implies that (ϕ−1 C)∆ ∈ U.
On the contrary, we have the following:
−1

Proposition 2.7. Suppose that (S, S, U) is a dicovering uniform texture space and (T, T, V) a dicovering uniform
plain texture space. If ϕ : S → T is an ω-preserving point function then the following are equivalent:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

ϕ is uniformly bicontinuous.
C ∈ V =⇒ ϕ−1 C ∈ U.
C ∈ V =⇒ ( fϕ , Fϕ )−1 C ∈ U
( fϕ , Fϕ ) is uniformly bicontinuous.

Proof. i) ⇒ ii) is clear from [27, Lemma 2.14], ii) ⇒ iii) is seen by using Proposition 2.1 and iv) ⇒ i) is
proved by Corollary 2.6. In addition, iii) ⇒ iv) is obvious from the definition of uniform bicontinuity for a
difunction and the fact that ( fϕ , Fϕ )−1 C ∈ U implies (( fϕ , Fϕ )−1 C)∆ ∈ U.
Now let us give some considerations in order to describe a category of di-uniform texture spaces:
First of all, we can define the category of direlational uniformities and uniformly bicontinuous ifTexmorphisms since the uniform bicontinuity with respect to direlational uniformities is preserved under
composition of ω-preserving point-functions and the identity point function is ω-preserving, uniformly
bicontinuous, moreover, it is identity for composition. We will denote this category by D.
Likewise, dicovering uniformities and uniformly bicontinuous ifTex-morphisms form a category. Indeed, if the ω-preserving point functions ϕ, ψ are dicovering bicontinuous then they are direlational
bicontinuous by Corollary 2.4, so ϕ ◦ ψ is direlational bicontinuous by the definition of composition for
point functions and finally, ω-preserving composite point function ϕ ◦ ψ is dicovering bicontinuous. We
will denote this category by E.
If we take the notations U : D → ifTex, V : E → ifTex denoting obvious forgetful functors then the
categories (D, U) and (E, V) are concrete over ifTex. Therefore we have:
Theorem 2.8. (D, U) and (E, V) are concretely isomorphic categories.
Proof. With the above facts, the proof is trivial by using Corollary 2.4 and [16, Proposition 5.20, Theorem
3.7].
As a result of Theorem 2.8, we will use the term di-uniformity to refer to both direlational and dicovering
uniformities on a texture.
We are now in a position to define the category ifDiU whose objects are di-uniform texture spaces and
morphisms are ω-preserving, uniformly bicontinuous point functions.
It is clear that ifDiU is concrete category over ifTex with respect to the forgetful functor which we will
denote by M : ifDiU → ifTex defined as (S, S, U) 7→ (S, S). Now we have the following:
ϕj

Lemma 2.9. The source ((S, S, U), ((S, S, U) −→ (S j , S j , U j )) j∈J ) in ifDiU is M-initial (see [1]) if and only if δ =
{(ϕ−1
C)∆ | C ∈ U j , j ∈ J} is a subbase for the di-uniformity U. In other words, the di-uniformity U generated by δ,
j
is the coarsest dicovering uniformity on (S, S) for which the ω-preserving point functions ϕ j , j ∈ J, are uniformly
bicontinuous.
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Proof. It is similar to the proof of [18, Lemma 2.4].
Hence, the next theorem is clear from Lemma 2.9 by using the notions of topological functor and topological
category given in [1].
Theorem 2.10. The forgetful functor M : ifDiU → ifTex is topological. In other words, ifDiU is topological
category over ifTex with respect to the functor M.
Further we have:
Corollary 2.11. ifDiU has products.
Proof. Firstly, note that the product of textures is also a texture by the definition of “product texturing”
given in [5]. Following that, in like manner to the proof
Q of [6, Theorem 3.10] by using the projection point
functions (instead of projection difunctions), ρ j : S = j∈J S j → S j ( j ∈ J) which are w-preserving, it can be
seen that ifTex has products. In addition, by [1] it is known that a topological functor preserves limits, thus
the required is clear from Theorem 2.10.
Now we will consider the interrelations of the category ifDiU and some of its subcategories with the
other known categories peculiar to the texture theory. We begin by noting that just as the category Uni of
uniformities and uniformly continuous functions is related to the construct Top of topological spaces and
continuous functions via the uniform topology, so the category ifDiU is related to the category ifDitop
of ditopological texture spaces and bicontinuous ω-preserving point functions via the uniform ditopology
recalled in Section 1.
Specificially, we define G : ifDiU → ifDitop by
ϕ

ϕ

G((S1 , S1 , υ1 ) −
→ (S2 , S2 , υ2 )) = (S1 , S1 , τυ1 , κυ1 ) −
→ (S2 , S2 , τυ2 , κυ2 ).
where (τυi , κυi ) is the ditopology generated by the di-uniformity υi , i = 1, 2. Here, G is a faithful functor by
the expected fact that if ϕ is υ1 –υ2 uniformly bicontinuous then it is (τυ1 , κυ1 )–(τυ2 , κυ2 ) bicontinuous.
We know from [16, Theorem 4.14] that the uniform ditopology is always completely biregular. Hence,
denoting by ifCbiReg the full subcategory of ifDitop whose objects are completely biregular ditopological
texture spaces, we may regard the functor G : ifDiU → ifCbiReg as concrete functor over ifTex.
Now let us consider the converse. First of all, note that the following some notations:
For a ditopological texture space (S, S, τ, κ), the initial di-uniformities (see [27, Section 3 ]) generated by the
T-lattices BA(S) = BAR (S) and BDF(S) = BDFR (S) given in Section 1, will be denoted by UBA(S) and UBDF(S)
respectively. Here note that UBA(S) is coarser than UBDF(S) and the equality UBA(S) = UBDF(S) can be shown
easily, for the ditopological nearly plain texture space (S, S, τ, κ). Additionally, for the sub T-lattice BA∗ (S)
of bounded elements of BA(S), appropriate initial di-uniformity is denoted by UBA∗ (S) and it is clear that
UBA∗ (S) is coarser than UBA(S) .
Following that, it is well known from [16, Theorem 5.16] “The space (S, S, τ, κ) is completely bi-regular if
and only if (S, S, τ, κ) is di-uniformizable by the initial di-uniformity UBDFI (S) ...” (∗).
Accordingly, now we will give a theorem corresponding to the above characterization, for the point
functions as well.
Theorem 2.12. The ditopological texture space (S, S, τ, κ) is completely bi-regular if and only if (S, S, τ, κ) is diuniformizable with the initial di-uniformity UBAI (S) (which has the subbase δ defined in Lemma 2.9) generated by the
T-lattice BAI (S) of bicontinuous, ω-preserving point functions defined from S to I.
Proof. For the ditopological texture space (S, S, τ, κ), complete bi-regularity was stated in [24, Proposition
1.1] by using the T-lattice BAI (S) instead of the T-lattice BDFI (S). In addition, from the above (∗) equivalency,
complete bi-regularity is characterized by the initial di-uniformity UBDFI (S) in an obvious way. Hence we
have the equalities τ = τUBAI (S) = τUBDFI (S) and κ = κUBAI (S) = κUBDFI (S) for the completely bi-regular ditopological
texture space (S, S, τ, κ).
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By virtue of the above theorem, clearly the functor G is surjective on objects and a section, also it
preserves initial sources and it is an adjoint.
On the other hand, if we restrict the objects in the category ifDiU to di-uniformities on textures which
are plain, nearly plain and almost plain we obtain the full subcategories ifPDiU, ifNpDiU and ifApDiU of
ifDiU, respectively.
Similar to Corollary 2.11, the subcategories ifPDiU, ifNpDiU and ifApDiU have products as well.
Because, the product of plain textures is a plain texture from [21, Theorem 2.2.1] and similarly, the product
of nearly plain textures is nearly plain texture from [24, Page 177]. Also, the product of almost plain textures
is an almost plain texture from [26, Page 3044].
Now we have:
Proposition 2.13. ifPDiU is a full, isomorphism-closed concretely reflective subcategory of ifDiU.
Proof. Fullness is obvious since the morphisms are same. The fact that ifPDiU is isomorphism-closed
in ifDiU follows from by [20, Proposition 2.4] and by the statement plainness is preserved under an ifTexisomorphism (see Proposition 1.1). For (S, S, U) ∈ Ob ifDiU, define (S, LS ) and the ifTex-morphism σ : (S, S) →
(S, LS ) as in the proof of [20, Proposition 2.4]. Thus, it is clear that σ : (S, S) → (S, LS ) is an ifPTex-reflection
arrow. Also ifPDiU is clearly concrete over ifTex.
Now, let us construct the di-uniformity V = {C | (σ← C)4 ∈ U} on (S, LS ). In this case, if we recall the
diagram given in the proof of [20, Proposition 2.4] then it suffices to show that ϕ∗ = ϕ : S → T is V–W
uniformly bicontinuous, where W is a di-uniformity on (T, T) ∈ Ob ifPTex and ϕ : (S, S, U) → (T, T, W) is
uniformly bicontinuous. Now, by virtue of ϕ = ϕ∗ ◦ σ we have ϕ← C = σ← ((ϕ∗ )← C) for C ∈ W. Hence,
ϕ← C ∈ U since ϕ is U–W uniformly bicontinuous. Also, note that as the texture (S, LS ) is plain, we can
use the notation σ← C instead of (σ← C)4 by Proposition 2.7 (i) ⇔ (ii) and so (ϕ∗ )← C ∈ V by the equality
V = {C | σ← C ∈ U}. Finally, ϕ∗ is V–W uniformly bicontinuous and so σ is an ifPDiU-reflection arrow.
Practically, the category dfDiU of di-uniform texture spaces and uniformly bicontinuous difunctions is
defined and studied in [18].
Therefore, we define D : ifDiU → dfDiU by
ϕ

( fϕ ,Fϕ )

D((S, S, U) −
→ (T, T, V)) = (S, S, U) −−−−→ (T, T, V)
since the ω-preserving, uniformly bicontinuous point function ϕ gives the corresponding uniformly bicontinuous difunction ( fϕ , Fϕ ) by Corollary 2.6.
According to these considerations we have:
Theorem 2.14. D : ifDiU → dfDiU is a functor. As the restriction to plain textures, the functor Dp : ifPDiU →
dfPDiU is an isomorphism with its inverse Vp : dfPDiU → ifPDiU given by
( f,F)

ϕ( f,F)

Vp ((S, S, U) −−−→ (T, T, V)) = (S, S, U) −−−→ (T, T, V).
where ( f, F) = ( fϕ , Fϕ ) for ϕ = ϕ( f,F) .
Proof. If we replace the category fDiU used in the proof of [18, Theorem 4.8] with ifDiU, the required is
clear.
Note that the categories dfPDiU, dfNpDiU and dfApDiU are equivalent since dfPDiU is an isomorphismclosed and full subcategory of the subcategories dfNpDiU, dfApDiU of dfDiU consisting of nearly plain
textures and almost plain textures, respectively. Therefore the category ifPDiU is equivalent to dfNpDiU
and dfApDiU by Theorem 2.14.
Obviously, an ifDiU-isomorphism is characterized as an ifTex-isomorphism (by Proposition 1.1) which
together with its inverse, is uniformly bicontinuous. Also, since the notion textural isomorphism introduced
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in [4] characterizes an fTex-isomorphism as showed in [5]. Thus, a textural isomorphism gives an ifTexisomorphism. Finally, an fDiU-isomorphism which is a textural isomorphism such that it and its inverse
are uniformly continuous gives an ifDiU-isomorphism. But an ifDiU-isomorphism may not be an fDiUisomorphism.
Now let us construct the quotient category (see [13]) ifNpDiU/∼p of the di-uniform nearly plain texture
spaces by using the congruence relation ∼p defined as ϕ ∼p ψ ⇐⇒ ϕ|Sp = ψ|Sp , ϕ, ψ ∈ BA(S), in [24].
Therefore, we have an isomorphism similar to that given in Theorem 2.14:
Theorem 2.15. The subcategory dfNpDiU of dfDiU whose objects are di-uniform nearly plain texture spaces and
morphisms are bicontinuous difunctions is isomorphic to the quotient category ifNpDiU/∼p .
Proof. First of all, we define the subconstruct ifNpTex of ifTex whose objects are nearly plain textures,
morphisms are ω-preserving point functions and note that the condition ( fϕ , Fϕ ) = ( fψ , Fψ ) ⇐⇒ ϕ|Sp = ψ|Sp
given as (2.7) in [24] by virtue of the proof of [24, Theorem 2.10] for any ω-preserving point functions ϕ
and ψ. Thus, if we consider the quotient category ifNpDiU/∼p defined above, constructed by using the
equivalence relation ∼p , a trivial functor Ru from the category dfNpDiU to ifNpDiU/∼p may be established.
Indeed, the functor Ru is defined as similar to the functor R between dfNpTex and ifNpTex/∼p , constructed
by considerations given in the last two paragraphs of [24, Page 178]. Clearly, the main difference between
these functors is merely related to objects of the categories. Hence, Ru is an isomorphism between dfNpDiU
and ifNpDiU/∼p as well as R.
3. Relations Between the Category of Quasi-Uniform Spaces and the Category ifDiU
In this section we look at the link between di-uniformities and quasi-uniformities in a categorical setting
insofar as completeness is concerned. Our point of departure will be the isomorphism mentioned below,
between the category QU0 , consisting of separated quasi-uniform spaces and quasi-uniformly continuous
functions and the subcategory ifPDiU0 of ifDiU, consisting of separated di-uniform plain texture spaces
and ω-preserving, uniformly bicontinuous point functions.
Recall that separated di-uniformity is essentially the di-uniformity which generates a T0 uniform ditopology. Also, the term separated quasi-uniformity means that the quasi-uniformity which generates a weakly
pairwise T0 bitopological space. Note that the separated quasi-uniformity need not correspond to a separated di-uniformity on the discrete texture (X, P(X)). Therefore we replace (X, P(X)) by (X, Kuv ), the texture
introduced in [25] such that Kuv is the smallest plain texturing of X containing u ∪ vc for a weakly pairwise
T0 bitopological space (X, u, v).
On the other hand, it is mentioned in [27, Section 2] that a (separated) dual covering quasi-uniformity Q
has a base B consisting of open dual covers (see [2]) U satisfying A U B =⇒ A ∩ B , ∅ for each U ∈ B and if
take an open dual cover as U = {(A j , B j ) | j ∈ J} of (X, u, v) then we have a dicover u∗ (U) = {(A j , X \ B j ) | j ∈ J}
of the plain texture (X, Kuv ). Consequently, a (separated) dicovering uniformity, that is di-uniformity on
(X, Kuv ) is defined by the equality:
u∗ (Q) = {C | C is a dicover of (X, Kuv ) and there exists U ∈ B with u∗ (U) ≺ C}.
On the contrary, for an open, coclosed dicover U = {(A j , B j ) | j ∈ J} of the space (X, Kuv , u, vc ), we obtain
an open dual cover ∗ u(U) of (X, u, v) by setting ∗ u(U) = {(A j , X \ B j ) | j ∈ J}. Hence, for a (separated)
dicovering uniformity U on (X, Kuv ) we have a (separated) dual covering quasi-uniformity
∗

u(U) = {γ | γ is a dual cover of X and there exists U ∈ U with ∗ u(U) ≺ γ}

on (X, u, v), generated by the dual covers ∗ u(U) for an open, coclosed and anchored dicover U ∈ U. Finally, it
is shown easily that the mapping u∗ is a bijection with its inverse ∗ u, between the (separated) dual covering
quasi-uniformities on X and the (separated) dicovering uniformities on (X, Kuv ).
As a result of these facts, we have the following isomorphism. For the proof and the other useful details
see [27, Theorem 2.15] in a wider context.
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Theorem 3.1. The functor Hu : QU0 −→ ifPDiU0
ϕ

ϕ

Hu ((X, Q) −
→ (Y, Q0 )) = (X, KτQ τQ−1 , u∗ (Q)) −
→ (Y, KτQ0 τQ0−1 , u∗ (Q0 ))
is faithfull, full and bijective on objects, that is, Hu is an isomorphism.
Therefore, the concrete categories QU0 and ifPDiU0 are concretely isomorphic.
On the way, we will give some results by using the functor Hu . Firstly, recall the following commutative
diagram mentioned in [27]:
Hu

QU0

ifPDiU0
V

U


Bitopw0

/

H


/
ifPDitop0

For all categories and functors showed in the diagram, see [27, Theorem 2.15].
Now let us turn our attention to the completeness for quasi-uniform spaces and di-uniform texture spaces.
First of all, we have the notions of bicompleteness in the sense of Fletcher [10] and s-completeness in
the sense of Brümmer [8]. These notions were used for the completeness of quasi-uniform spaces as “a
quasi-uniform space (X, Q) is bicomplete (s-complete) if and only if the corresponding uniform space (X, Q ∨ Q−1 )
is complete”. Here Q−1 denotes the conjugate of Q, in other words, it is defined as {q−1 | q ∈ Q} where
q−1 = {(y, x) | (x, y) ∈ q}. In addition, Q ∨ Q−1 denotes the quasi-uniformity whose base is {q ∩ q−1 | q ∈ Q}
and which is also coarsest uniformity contains Q and Q−1 for the quasi-uniformity Q.
Note that the term pairwise complete given in [9] is used instead of s-complete in the same sense.
On the other hand, we recall another type of completeness for the quasi-uniform spaces, under the name
Q-completeness (see [2]) as follows:
Definition 3.2. A quasi-uniform space (X, Q) is called Q-complete if every ı-regular Q-Cauchy bifilter is convergent
in the bitopological space (X, τQ , τQ−1 ).
Particularly, this notion coincides with the notion of B-completeness (double completeness) in the sense
of [14]. Because the notions of Cauchy filter pair given in [15] and Cauchy bifilter given in [2] are identical
for
S a diagonal quasi-uniformity. Indeed, note that for a dual-cover d ∈ Q, a diagonal is defined as U =
(F,G)∈d (G × F) in [2].
For the remainder of paper, we will use the term “Q-complete” given in Definition 3.2, for the completeness of quasi-uniform space (X, Q).
Also, an appropriate notion for completeness of di-uniform texture spaces is defined under the name
dicompleteness and also obtained some useful results in [19] as mentioned in Section 1, as well.
Now, we require the following lemma given as [27, Proposition 2.16].
Lemma 3.3. The space (X, Q) ∈ Ob QU0 is Q-complete if and only if the space Hu (X, Q) = (X, KτQ τQ−1 , u∗ (Q)) ∈
Ob ifPDiU0 is dicomplete.
Note that, in this work we will say that (Y, Q0 ) ∈ Ob QU0 is Q-completion of (X, Q) ∈ Ob QU0 if the
space (X, Q) is quasi-uniform isomorphic to a jointly dense subspace (that is, dense with respect to the joint
topology τQ0 ∨ τQ0 −1 ) of the Q0 -complete space (Y, Q0 ).
Additionally, recall the notion of plain dicompletion from [27] for di-uniform texture spaces. Therefore,
by using the definition of functor Hu set up in Theorem 3.1 together with Lemma 3.3 and [27, Theorem 2.5,
Lemmas 2.13, 2.14], now we can state the following characterization clearly:
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Proposition 3.4. (Y, Q0 ) ∈ Ob QU0 is a Q-completion of (X, Q) ∈ Ob QU0 if and only if the space Hu (Y, Q0 ) =
(Y, KτQ0 τQ0−1 , u∗ (Q0 )) ∈ Ob ifPDiU0 is a plain dicompletion of Hu (Y, Q0 ) = (X, KτQ τQ−1 , u∗ (Q)) ∈ Ob ifPDiU0 .
According to the above proposition, we have a next statement:
Proposition 3.5. If (T, T, V) ∈ Ob ifPDiU0 is a plain dicompletion of (S, S, U) ∈ Ob ifPDiU0 then the corresponding
space (T,∗ u(V)) ∈ Ob QU0 is a ∗ u(U)-completion of (S,∗ u(U)) ∈ Ob QU0 .
Proof. It is clear from Proposition 3.4 and [25, Corollary 3.8].
Recall that for a separated quasi-uniform space (X, Q), we have a weakly pairwise T0 bitopological space
(X, τQ , τQ−1 ) and a separated di-uniform plain texture space (X, KτQ τQ−1 , u∗ (Q)) as well. Note here that τu∗ (Q) =
τQ , κu∗ (Q) = (τQ−1 )c . In addition, if we consider the T-lattice P(X) (P∗ (X)) of pairwise continuous, real-valued
(bounded) functions defined on the space (X, τQ , τQ−1 ) then the equality P(X) = BA(X) (P∗ (X) = BA∗ (X)) is
clear. Hence in particular, if we take Q as the initial quasi-uniformity QP(X) (QP∗ (X) ) generated by the family
P(X) (P∗ (X)) then the corresponding di-uniformity u∗ (QP(X) ) (u∗ (QP∗ (X) )) on the texture (X, KτQ τQ−1 ) is the
same with initial di-uniformity UBA(X) (UBA∗ (X) ) generated by the T-lattice BA(X) (BA∗ (X)). Conversely,
it is straightforward to verify that if U is initial di-uniformity on a plain texture (S, S) then ∗ u(U) is initial
quasi-uniformity on the set S such that τU = τ∗ u(U) and κU = (τ∗ u(U)−1 )c .
It is easy to prove that the quasi-uniform space (X, Q) is Q-complete then the corresponding uniform
space (X, Q∨Q−1 ) is complete. Therefore, if (Y, Q0 ) is a Q-completion of the space (X, Q) then the uniform space
(Y, Q0 ∨ Q0−1 ) is the uniform completion of the uniform space (X, Q ∨ Q−1 ) since a quasi-uniformly continuous
mapping between quasi-uniform spaces is uniformly continuous between corresponding uniform spaces.
On the contrary, a quasi-uniform space (X, Q) may not be Q-complete even though its corresponding
uniform space (X, Q ∨ Q−1 ) is complete, that is (X, Q) is bicomplete. In fact, H.P.A. Künzi gave a counterexample (see Example 5.5) for it, as Sorgenfrey quasi-uniform space and he mentioned that Sorgenfrey
quasi-uniform space is not B-complete (that is, not Q-complete in the sense of Definition 3.2) even though
its corresponding uniform space is discrete and thus (uniform) complete, that is, Sorgenfrey quasi-uniform
space is bicomplete.
Now let us consider the above facts in a textural point of view:
Clearly, di-uniformities are the textural analogue of quasi-uniformities because of Theorem 3.1. But it is not trivial
that whether there is an analogous link between uniform spaces and di-uniform plain texture spaces.
Even so, note that this work is related with the connections between the completeness of (quasi-)uniform
spaces and the completeness of di-uniform texture spaces. Therefore as first step in this section, we have
mentioned that the relationships between quasi-uniformities and di-uniformities insofar as completeness
is interested.
Following this, in a similar manner, we will investigate the link between the completeness of uniform
spaces and a special type of completeness of the di-uniform texture spaces. As a principle way, our point
of departure will be the statement complemented di-uniformities, that is the di-uniformities endowed with a
complementation are the textural analogue of uniformities, proved in [17]. This shows the pervasive role played
by complementation.
Accordingly, in the next section we will especially deal with the notions complementation, complemented
textures [5] and complemented di-uniformities [17].
4. The Category ifCDiU
In this section, after recalling the definitions of complementation, complemented di-uniform texture
space and the other useful notions related with complementation, we will introduce a category of complemented di-uniform discrete texture spaces and ω-preserving, uniformly bicontinuous point functions (not
necessarily complemented point function defined in [5, Page 194]) and study on its some properties. We begin
by defining the notion of complementation (see [5]) as follows:
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Definition 4.1. First of all, note that the texturing S on a set S need not be closed under the set-complementation in
general, but a mapping σ : S → S satisfying the conditions
i) σ(σ(A)) = A
ii) A ⊆ B =⇒ σ(B) ⊆ σ(A), ∀ A, B ∈ S
can be defined on the texturing S. In this case σ is called complementation on (S, S), and the triple (S, S, σ) a
complemented texture.
In the present paper, we will use the notation ifCTex for the category of complemented textures and
ω-preserving point functions.
Additionally, a ditopological texture space (S, S, τ, κ) with the complementation σ on (S, S) is called
complemented ditopological texture space and the ditopology (τ, κ) complemented ditopology if the condition
κ = σ(τ) is satisfied.
Examples 4.2. (1) For a subset Y ⊆ X, set difference π(Y) = X \ Y is a complementation on the discrete texture
(X, P(X)) given in Examples 1.2 (1). It is the existence of this complementation that is responsible for many of
the special properties of this texture, particularly in relation to symmetry. In addition, for any topology T on
X, (T, T c ) is a complemented ditopology on (X, P(X), π) ∈ Ob ifCTex, where T c = π(τ) = {X \ G | G ∈ T}.
(2) A complementation on the real texture (R, R) given in Examples 1.2 (2) is defined by setting
γ((−∞, r)) = (−∞, −r] and γ((−∞, r]) = (−∞, −r) for all r ∈ R.
Moreover, the natural ditopology (τR , κR ) is complemented on (R, R, γ) ∈ Ob ifCTex.
(3) A complementation on the unit interval texture (I, I) given in Examples 1.2 (3), is defined by setting
ι([0, r]) = [0, 1 − r) and ι([0, r)) = [0, 1 − r] for all r ∈ I,
and τI = {[0, r) | 0 ≤ r ≤ 1} ∪ {I}, κI = {[0, r] | 0 ≤ r ≤ 1} ∪ {∅} defines the complemented ditopology (τI , κI )
on (I, I, ι) ∈ Ob ifCTex.
Therefore, the above examples shows that indeed many of the naturally occurring textures can be
equipped with a complementation.
Now we can recall from [17] the effect of a complementation on a di-uniformity as follows:
Definition 4.3. For a given direlational uniformity U on (S, S, σ) ∈ Ob ifCTex, the direlational uniformity σ(U) =
U0 = {(d, D)0 | (d, D) ∈ U} is called complement of U and if the equality U0 = U is satisfied then U is said to be
complemented direlational uniformity. Here the notation σ(d, D) = (d, D)0 defined in [17] denotes the complement of
direlation (d, D) ∈ U.
We know from [17], for each direlational uniformity U, the uniform ditopology of the direlational
uniformity U0 = σ(U) is defined by the equality (τU0 , κU0 ) = (σ(κU ), σ(τU )). In addition, for a direlational
uniformity U on (S, S, σ) ∈Ob ifCTex, a complemented direlational uniformity with respect to σ is defined
on S with the equality
U ∨ σ(U) = {(d, D) | ∃ (e, E) ∈ U with (e, E) u σ(e, E) v (d, D)}.
According to this definition, the uniform ditopology (τU∨U0 , κU∨U0 ) of U ∨ U0 , where U0 = σ(U), has base
{G ∩ σ(K) | G ∈ τU , K ∈ κU } and cobase {K ∪ σ(G) | K ∈ κU , G ∈ τU }. Hence it is clear that the topologies
τU and τU0 are coarser than the topology τU∨U0 . Dually, the cotopologies κU and κU0 are coarser than the
cotopology κU∨U0 .
By combining these considerations with the definition of Cauchy difilter given in the first section we
arrive at the following:
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Lemma 4.4. Let F × G be a difilter and U a direlational uniformity on (S, S, σ) ∈ Ob ifCTex. If F × G is U ∨ σ(U)Cauchy then F × G is U-Cauchy.
Proof. Obvious from the fact that if (d, D) ∈ U then (d, D) ∈ U ∨ σ(U).
On the other hand, recall the complement of dicover C = {(A j , B j ) | j ∈ J} on the complemented texture
(S, S, σ) is defined as C0 = σ(C) = {(σ(B j ), σ(A j )) | j ∈ J} and it is easy to verify that C0 is also a dicover on
(S, S, σ) and similar to the procedures given in Definition 4.3, we may now describe what we should mean
by the complement of a dicovering uniformity:
Definition 4.5. Let V be a dicovering uniformity on (S, S, σ) ∈ Ob ifCTex. Then the complement of V is the
dicovering uniformity σ(V) = V0 with the base {(C0 )∆ | C ∈ V} and V is called complemented dicovering uniformity
if V0 = V. (Here, see [16] for the notation (C0 )∆ )
Note 4.6. From now on, we will use the term complemented di-uniformity to refer to complemented dicovering
uniformity and complemented direlational uniformity.
Hence the next definition may be stated:
Definition 4.7. The texture (S, S, σ) ∈ Ob ifCTex with a di-uniformity U complemented with respect to the complementation σ is called complemented di-uniform texture space and denoted by the notation (S, S, σ, U).
By regarding the above facts, we will denote by ifCDiU the category of complemented di-uniform
texture spaces and ω-preserving, uniformly bicontinuous point functions. It is trivial that ifCDiU is
concrete category over ifCTex.
Note that the category ifCTex has products since the product of complemented textures is complemented
and the projection map is complemented as mentioned in [5]. Therefore, the following result is now natural
by using Corollary 2.11:
Corollary 4.8. The category ifCDiU has products.
Additionally, note that for the space (S, S, σ, U) ∈ Ob ifCDiU, the ditopology (τU , κU ) generated by
the complemented di-uniformity U is a complemented ditopology, that is κU = σ(τU ). Thus, it may be
seen easily that there is a concrete functor between ifCDiU and the category ifCDitop whose objects are
complemented ditopological texture spaces.
Also, in order to use in the remainder of this paper, we consider the full subcategory ifDDiU of
ifDiU whose objects are di-uniform discrete texture spaces and morphisms are ω-preserving, uniformly
bicontinuous point functions.
Therefore the following result arises:
Theorem 4.9. ifDDiU is a concretely coreflective subcategory of ifPDiU.
Proof. It is similar to the proof of [18, Theorem 3.7] because of the explicit isomorphisms between the
categories ifDDiU and dfDDiU, also the categories ifPDiU and dfPDiU.
In addition we may give:
Proposition 4.10. Let U be a di-uniformity on the complemented ditopological discrete texture space (S, P(S), π, τ, τc )
such that τ = τU , τc = κU = π(τ). If (S, P(S), U) ∈ Ob ifDDiU is dicomplete then (S, P(S), U ∨ U0 ) ∈ Ob ifDDiU
is dicomplete, where U0 = π(U).
Proof. We have the equalities τU = τU0 = τU∨U0 and κU = κU0 = κU∨U0 since the ditopology on (S, P(S)) is
complemented. Now let the difilter F × G be U ∨ U0 -Cauchy where U0 = π(U). Thus by Lemma 4.4, F × G is
a U-Cauchy difilter. Also, since (S, P(S), U) ∈ Ob ifDDiU is dicomplete, F × G is diconvergent with respect
to the ditopology (τU , κU ). In this case, F × G is diconvergent with respect to the ditopology (τU∨U0 , κU∨U0 )
from the equalities τU = τU∨U0 and κU = κU∨U0 . Finally, (S, P(S), U ∨ U0 ) ∈ Ob ifDDiU is dicomplete.
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Now we will investigate the effect of a complementation on a difilter. For this, we introduce with the
notions σ-complement of a filter F and σ-complement of a cofilter G on the complemented texture (S, S, σ) as
σ(F) = {σ(F) | F ∈ F} and σ(G) = {σ(G) | G ∈ G}, respectively. Hence, it is clear that σ(F) is a cofilter and σ(G)
is a filter on (S, S, σ).
In the light of these considerations we may define σ-complement of the difilter F × G on a complemented
texture endowed with the complementation σ by the equality
σ(F × G) = σ(G) × σ(F).
According to this, the following proposition is straightforward.
Proposition 4.11. Let F × G be a difilter and U a di-uniformity on (S, S, σ) ∈ Ob ifCTex. In this case, F × G is
U-Cauchy if and only if σ(F × G) is σ(U)-Cauchy.
Practically let us state the next definition:
Definition 4.12. Let (S, S, σ) ∈ Ob ifCTex. Any difilter F×G on (S, S) is called σ-complemented difilter if σ(F×G) =
F × G.
With this definition, it is easy to verify that if F × G is a regular σ-complemented difilter on (S, S, σ) then
σ(F × G) is a regular σ-complemented difilter on (S, S, σ).
Moreover, if the difilter F × G on the discrete space (S, P(S), π) ∈Ob ifCTex is π-complemented then it is
regular difilter, clearly.
Now we can establish some examples:
Example 4.13. Let L = (0, 1] and L = {(0, r] | 0 ≤ r ≤ 1}, where (0, 0] is interpreted as ∅. Then (L, L) is a
texture with Pr = Qr = (0, r] for all r ∈ L and it is complemented texture with the complementation λ, defined as
λ(0, r] = (0, 1 − r] on (L, L). Now if we define F = {(0, r] | 1/2 < r ≤ 1} and G = {(0, r] | 0 ≤ r < 1/2}, it is clear that
F × G is a regular λ-complemented difilter.
Example 4.14. On the complemented ditopological discrete texture space (S, P(S), π, τ, τc ) where τc = π(τ), the
difilter η(s) × µ(s) defined in [19] is a regular π-complemented difilter.
By virtue of Definition 4.12, we have the following characterization which contains the converse of
Lemma 4.4 on the one hand.
Lemma 4.15. Let F × G be a σ-complemented difilter and U a di-uniformity on (S, S, σ) ∈ Ob ifCTex. Thus, F × G
is U-Cauchy if and only if F × G is U ∨ U0 -Cauchy, where U0 = σ(U).
Proof. Necessity. If take (d, D) ∈ U ∨ U0 then there is a direlation (e, E) ∈ U such that (e, E) u (e, E)0 v (d, D)
and there exists s ∈ S such that e[s] ∈ F, E[s] ∈ G since F × G is U-Cauchy, thus e0 [s] ∈ σ(F), E0 [s] ∈ σ(G). On
the other hand, in view of the fact that σ(F) = G and σ(G) = F, clearly E0 [s] ∈ F and e0 [s] ∈ G. Consequently
d[s] ∈ F and D[s] ∈ G, that is F × G is U ∨ U0 -Cauchy.
Sufficiency is clear from Lemma 4.4.
Now, by recalling from [19] the definition of diconvergency of a difilter, a special type of completeness
in the category ifCDiU is introduced as follows:
Definition 4.16. Let (S, S, σ, U) ∈ Ob ifCDiU. If every regular σ-complemented U-Cauchy difilter is diconvergent
in S then the space (S, S, σ, U) is called σ-complete.
Because of this definition, the following proposition is obvious:
Proposition 4.17. Let (S, S, σ, U) ∈ Ob ifCDiU. If the space (S, S, U) ∈ Ob ifDiU is dicomplete then (S, S, σ, U) is
σ-complete.
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For the converse of Proposition 4.17 we will state a counterexample in the final section.
Now, with the help of Definition 4.16 we may describe a next notion as follows:
Definition 4.18. The space (S, S, τ, κ) ∈ Ob ifDitop with a complementation σ on the texture (S, S) is called
ditopologically complete if there exists a di-uniformity U such that τ = τU , κ = κU and the complemented di-uniform
texture space (S, S, σ, U ∨ U0 ) ∈ Ob ifCDiU is σ-complete, where U0 = σ(U).
This definition leads to the following statement:
Proposition 4.19. Let (S, S, σ, U) ∈ Ob ifCDiU. If (S, S, U) is dicomplete then the corresponding space (S, S, τU , κU ) ∈
Ob ifDitop with the complementation σ is ditopologically complete.
Proof. Straightforward from Proposition 4.17 and the equality U = σ(U) = U ∨ σ(U).
Therefore, we will present an example for the notion introduced in Definition 4.18.
Example 4.20. If we consider the real ditopological plain texture space (R, R, τR , κR ) given in Examples 1.2(2), as
it is shown in [27, Lemma 3.1] the texture (R, R) has a dicomplete dicovering uniformity whose uniform ditopology
coincides with the real ditopology (τR , κR ). This di-uniformity has the base {µ |  > 0}, where µ = {(Qx+ , Px− ) |
x ∈ R} and is denoted by υR under the name standard di-uniformity on (R, R).
Furthermore, if the mapping π on (R, R) is considered as a complementation, the di-uniform space (R, R, π, υR ) ∈
Ob ifCDiU is π-complete by Proposition 4.17 since (R, R, υR ) is dicomplete. Hence, (R, R, τR , κR ) ∈ Ob ifDitop
is ditopologically complete with the complementation π by Proposition 4.19.
Now we define another concept required for the remainder of this paper.
Definition 4.21. The space (S, S, τ, κ) ∈ Ob ifDitop is called difilter complete if there exists a di-uniformity U such
that τ = τU , κ = κU and (S, S, U) ∈ Ob ifDiU is dicomplete.
Therefore the following characterization is clear.
The space (S, S, U) ∈ Ob ifDiU is dicomplete if and only if the corresponding space (S, S, τU , κU ) ∈ Ob ifDitop is
difilter complete.
Particularly, by combining the above considerations we arrive at the following result:
Corollary 4.22. Let (S, P(S), τ, τc ) ∈ Ob ifDitop with the complementation π. If the space (S, P(S), τ, τc ) is difilter
complete then it is ditopologically complete.
Proof. Obvious from Propositions 4.10, 4.19.
5. Connections Between the Category of Uniform Spaces and the Category ifCDiU
In this final section, we begin by investigating how the relationship between uniformities and complemented di-uniformities appears insofar as completeness is concerned. Additionally, some requirements
between the various kinds of completeness of a di-uniform texture space and real dicompactness of the
corresponding ditopological texture space generated by that di-uniformity are presented as a diagram.
Now, first of all we define the full subcategory ifDπ DiU of ifCDiU, such that its objects are πcomplemented di-uniform discrete texture spaces and morphisms are ω-preserving, uniformly bicontinuous
point functions.
For the space (S, P(S), U) ∈ Ob ifDDiU, a dual-covering quasi-uniformity in the sense of [2] is defined
on S with the equality:
u(U) = {γ | γ is a dual cover of X and there exists C ∈ U with u(C) ≺ γ}
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where u(C) = {(A j , S \ B j ) | j ∈ J} is a dual cover appropriate for the dicover C = {(A j , B j ) | j ∈ J} of the
discrete texture (S, P(S)).
In particular, recall from [17] that a di-uniformity is complemented if and only if the corresponding
quasi-uniformity is a uniformity. Therefore (S, u(U)) ∈ Ob Uni for the space (S, P(S), π, U) ∈ Ob ifDπ DiU.
On the contrary, for a uniformity V on the set S, we have the uniform topology τV and complemented
ditopological discrete texture space (S, P(S), π, τV , (τV )c ), also complemented di-uniformity u(V). (Note here
that the notation u is used as u∗ in [17, Section 3])
To sum up, (S, P(S), π, u(V)) ∈ Ob ifDπ DiU for the space (S, V) ∈Ob Uni.
Now, let us give the following isomorphism as a crucial aim:
Theorem 5.1. The functor Xu : Uni −→ ifDπ DiU
ϕ

ϕ

Xu ((S, V) −
→ (T, V0 )) = (S, P(S), πS , u(V)) −
→ (T, P(T), πT , u(V0 ))
is faithfull, full and bijective on objects, that is, Xu is an isomorphism.
Proof. Straightforward from the above considerations related to the mappings u and u.
Hence the categories Uni and ifDπ DiU are isomorphic because of the bijective mappings u and u defined
between uniformities on S and π-complemented di-uniformities on (S, P(S)). In a similar manner, the full
subcategories Uni0 and ifDπ DiU0 of Uni and ifDπ DiU, respectively, whose objects are separated spaces,
are isomorphic by the equality KτV τV = P(S) for a separated uniformity V.
In conclusion, now we have a commutative diagram:
Xu

Uni0
T


Top0

/

ifDπ DiU0
G

X


/
ifDπ Ditop0

Note here that the functor X is also an isomorphism and the functor Xu is the restriction to uniform
spaces of the functor Hu given in Theorem 3.1. Here, also the notation ifDπ Ditop0 denotes the category of
π-complemented T0 ditopological discrete texture spaces and ω-preserving, bicontinuous point functions
while Top0 denotes the category of T0 topological spaces and continuous functions. Also we may regard
Uni0 as a concrete category over Top0 via the functor T,
f

f

T((X1 , U1 ) →
− (X2 , U2 )) = (X1 , τU1 ) →
− (X2 , τU2 ),
Likewise ifDπ DiU0 is a concrete category over ifDπ Ditop0 via the forgetful functor G defined in Section 2.
We are now in the position to prove a similar equivalence to Lemma 3.3:
Theorem 5.2. The space (S, P(S), π, U) ∈ Ob ifDπ DiU is π-complete if and only if the corresponding uniform space
(S, u(U)) ∈ Ob Uni is complete.
Proof. Necessity. Let (S, P(S), π, U) ∈ Ob ifDπ DiU be π-complete and take a u(U)-Cauchy filter F ⊆ P(S). In
this case, F × π(F) is a complemented difilter on the texture (S, P(S)). With the definition of cofilter π(F), it
is easy to verify that the difilter F × π(F) is regular.
Now let us show F × π(F) is U-Cauchy:
Firstly, note that if C is a dicover in U then we can define a cover d = {A ∩ (S \ B) | (A, B) ∈ C} in the
uniformity u(U). Since F is u(U)-Cauchy, d ∩ F , ∅ and there exists C ∈ d ∩ F. In this case, we have the sets
A, B such that C = A ∩ (S \ B) and (A, B) ∈ C. Therefore (A, B) ∈ F × π(F) and F × π(F) is U-Cauchy difilter
by C ∩ (F × π(F)) , ∅.
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As the space (S, P(S), π, U) is π-complete, π-complemented difilter F × π(F) is diconvergent and hence
there exists s ∈ S such that η(s) × µ(s) ⊆ F × π(F) due to the plainness of the texture (S, P(S)). In view of
this fact, the neighborhood filter Nτ (s) with respect to topology τ generated by the uniformity u(U) will be a
subfamily of F, and we deduce that the uniform space (S, u(U)) is complete since the filter F is convergent.
Sufficiency. Let the uniform space (S, u(U)) be complete. Take a regular π-complemented U-Cauchy difilter
F × G on (S, P(S)). Thus a filter base is defined as
B = {A ∩ (S \ B) | A ∈ F, B ∈ G}
and let F0 be the filter whose base is B.
Now we will show that F0 is u(U)-Cauchy: Let d ∈ u(U) be a cover. Thus the dicover C = {(A, S \ B) |
∃C ∈ d, A ∩ B ⊆ C} ∈ U is defined and C ∩ (F × G) , ∅ since F × G is U-Cauchy. Hence, there exists (F, G) ∈ C
such that F ∈ F, G ∈ G and there exists C ∈ d such that F ∩ S \ G ⊆ C. In this case, C ∈ d ∩ F0 , ∅ and the
filter F0 is u(U)-Cauchy. Next, it is convergent in S by the completeness of the uniformity u(U). Thus, there
exists an element s ∈ S such that Nτ (s) ⊆ F0 , where τ is the topology generated by the uniformity u(U), and
so η(s) × µ(s) ⊆ F × G due to the equalities
η(s) = Nτ (s), µ(s) = π(η(s)) = π(Nτ (s))
for the complemented discrete texture (S, P(S), π). Consequently, the difilter F × G is diconvergent and
(S, P(S), π, U) ∈ Ob ifDπ DiU is π-complete.
Practically, note here that we have the same characterization for the subcategories Uni0 and ifDπ DiU0 .
Remark 5.3. According to the above theorem, it is clear that the ditopological texture space (S, P(S), τU , κU ) generated
by a di-uniformity U on (S, P(S)) is ditopologically complete with the complementation π if and only if the uniform
space (S, u(U ∨ π(U))) is complete.
Therefore we can obtain the following result from Corollary 4.22 at once:
Corollary 5.4. If the space (S, P(S), U) ∈ Ob ifDDiU is dicomplete then the space (S, u(U ∨ π(U))) ∈ Ob Uni is
complete.
For the reverse of above corollary we have a counterexample as follows:
Example 5.5. Sorgenfrey quasi-metric given in [14] as
(
1
;x > y
d(x, y) =
y − x ;x ≤ y
generates a separated quasi-uniform space (S, Q) where Q = Qd and S = Q denotes the rational numbers. The space
(S, Q) ∈ Ob QU0 is an example of the bicomplete (see [10]) space which is not B-complete (see [14]), that is not
Q-complete. Actually, H.P.A. Künzi mentioned that “if take any irrational number i and an increasing sequence of
rationals converging to i as well as a decreasing sequence of rationals converging to i, then the filters on the set of
rationals, generated in the usual way by the tails of these two sequences should yield a Cauchy filter pair (see [15]).
But i is not in S and thus (S, Q) is not B-complete.”
With the above considerations, we deduce that the separated di-uniform discrete space (S, P(S), u(Q)) ∈ Ob ifDDiU,
which is an object of ifPDiU0 , is not dicomplete by Lemma 3.3 since (S, Q) ∈ Ob QU0 is not Q-complete.
On the other hand, we have the (quasi-)uniformity Q ∨ Q−1 on S, as the coarsest uniformity contains Q and
the conjugate Q−1 . Moreover for the complemented di-uniformity u(Q) ∨ π(u(Q)) we have u(u(Q) ∨ π(u(Q))) =
u(u(Q)) ∨ u(π(u(Q))) = u(u(Q)) ∨ u(u(Q−1 )) = u(u(Q ∨ Q−1 ) = Q ∨ Q−1 since the mappings u, u are dual to one
another and by the equality π(u(Q)) = u(Q−1 ) given in [17, Proposition 3.4]. Therefore, the uniform space (S, Q ∨ Q−1 )
is same with the space (S, u(u(Q) ∨ π(u(Q)))).
Also, it is easy to verify that the uniform space (S, Q ∨ Q−1 ) is complete since it has the diagonal as an entourage
and so discrete uniform space. Consequently, the space (S, u(u(Q) ∨ π(u(Q)))) ∈ Ob Uni0 which coincides with
(S, Q ∨ Q−1 ) is complete and the required is clear.
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Note here that the space (S, P(S), π, u(Q ∨ Q−1 )) ∈ Ob ifDπ DiU0 is π-complete by Theorem 5.2. Thus
Example 5.5 is also a counterexample for the converse of Proposition 4.17, as we promised in the previous
section.
Now we introduce an other required concept which will also be needed later on.
Definition 5.6. Let (S, S, τ, κ) ∈ Ob ifDitop be almost plain. It is called jointly complete if the appropriate joint
topology Jτκ of (τ, κ) on Sp admits a complete uniformity. ( Here, the term joint topology is defined in [pg 186, [24]])
According to the above definition we have:
Lemma 5.7. If the space (S, P(S), τ, κ) ∈ Ob ifDitop is ditopologically complete with the set-complementation π
then it is jointly complete.
Proof. Let (S, P(S), τ, κ) be ditopologically complete with π. Thus there is a di-uniformity U such that τ = τU ,
κ = κU and the complemented di-uniform discrete texture space (S, P(S), π, U ∨ π(U)) is π-complete. In
order to end the proof we want to find a complete uniformity V such that the topology τV generated by V
coincides with the joint topology Jτκ of (τ, κ) on Sp .
Clearly we have a complete uniformity u(U ∨ π(U)) on S by Theorem 5.2 and if choose V as u(U ∨ π(U)),
then τV = τU∨π(U) . In addition, the equality τU∨π(U) = τU ∨ τπ(U) = τU ∨ π(κU ) = τ ∨ π(κ) = Jτκ is trivial due
to the fact that (τπ(U) , κπ(U) ) = (π(κU ), π(τU )).
For the purpose of this section and the remainder of paper, we will define a next notion as follows:
Definition 5.8. Let (S, S, τ, κ) ∈ Ob ifDitop be almost plain. It is called jointly real dicompact if the joint topological
space (Sp , Jτκ ) is realcompact.
Therefore the following statement arises clearly, since we are familiar with [25, Corollary 2.18 (2)]:
Proposition 5.9. If (S, S, τ, κ) ∈ Ob ifDitop is real dicompact then it is jointly real dicompact.
By virtue of the definition of realcompactness for a topological space, the following proposition is
obtained:
Proposition 5.10. If (S, S, τ, κ) ∈ Ob ifDitop is jointly real dicompact then it is jointly complete.
Proof. Let (S, S, τ, κ) ∈ Ob ifDitop be jointly real dicompact, so the appropriate joint topological space
(Sp , Jτκ ) is realcompact. Thus, it is easily seen that (S, S, τ, κ) is jointly complete. Indeed, the topology Jτκ
which is completely regular and Hausdorff, admits the uniformity U = UC(Sp ) such that Jτκ = τU and U is
complete by the following characterization given in [12, Corollary 15.14]:
“For a completely regular, Hausdorff space (X, τ), the uniform space (X, UC ) with the initial uniformity UC
generated by the ring C = Cτ (X) of real-valued, continuous functions on (X, τ), is (uniformly) complete if and only if
the topological space (X, τUC ) is realcompact, where τ = τUC ”.
Similar to the characterization mentioned in the end of above proof, let us recall the following equivalency given in [27, Theorem 3.8] and required for the statements which will be pointed out in the sequel.
Theorem 5.11. Let (S, S, τ, κ) ∈ Ob ifDitop be a completely biregular, bi-T2 almost plain ∗-space. Then (S, S, τ, κ)
is B-real dicompact if and only if the di-uniform texture space (S, S, υB ) is dicomplete. Here B denotes a bigenerating
sub T-lattice of BA(S) and υB denotes the initial di-uniformity generated by the T-lattice B, such that τ = τυB ,
κ = κυB .
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As a crucial aim, now we will give some statements as we promised above for a ditopological almost
plain texture space (S, S, τ, κ), with a similar approach to the expressions given in [8].
Firstly, by the necessity part of Theorem 5.11 we have:
The space (S, S, τ, κ) is real dicompact (1) =⇒ (S, S, τ, κ) is difilter complete (2).
Secondly, from Propositions 5.9, 5.10, we mention the following facts immediately:
The space (S, S, τ, κ) is real dicompact (1) =⇒ (S, S, τ, κ) is jointly real dicompact (5) =⇒ (S, S, τ, κ) is jointly
complete (4).
In addition, we have another requirements as follows:
The space (S, S, τ, κ) is difilter complete (2) =⇒ (S, S, τ, κ) is ditopologically complete (3) =⇒ (S, S, τ, κ)
is jointly complete (4) by Corollary 4.22 and Lemma 5.7, respectively, for the texturing S = P(S) with the
complementation π.
In conclusion, the all requirements mentioned above are illustrated in the following diagram, briefly :
real dicompact (1) =========⇒ jointly real dicompact (5)
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w

w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
difilter complete (2)
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w


ditopologically complete (3) ======⇒ jointly complete (4)
Note that the opposite directions of requirements showed in the diagram need not be true.
Actually, some of them are true for the ditopologies generated by initial di-uniformities. For, if we work
with the initial di-uniformity UBA(S) generated by the T-lattice BA(S) defined on the completely biregular
almost plain bi-T2 ∗-space (S, S, τ, κ), it is easy to verify that the statement (2) =⇒ (1) is true by the sufficiency
part of Theorem 5.11.
In addition, the statements (4) =⇒ (5) and (3) =⇒ (5) are true for the ditopological spaces which are
corresponding counterparts of the classical bitopological and topological spaces which have no closed
discrete subspaces of Ulam-Measurable Cardinality by using [12, (Shirota) Theorem 5.20] and [12, Section
12.2].
Now, for (3) =⇒ (2), firstly let us prove (3) =⇒ (1) for the bitopological case:
If take the initial quasi-uniformity Q generated by the family of pairwise continuous, real-valued functions on a bitopological space (S, u, v) such that u = τQ , v = τQ−1 , according to the paper [9] of Brümmer
and Salbany, the quasi-uniform space (S, Q) is pairwise complete, that is the corresponding uniform space
(S, Q ∨ Q−1 ) is complete if and only if the space (S, τQ , τQ−1 ) is bitopologically realcompact in the sense of [9,
Section 3 ], or bireal compact in the sense of [2].
As a result of the above facts, (3) =⇒ (1) is trivial for the ditopological discrete texture space (S, P(S), τQ , (τQ−1 )c )
as the corresponding ditopological counterpart of the above bitopological space (S, τQ , τQ−1 ).
Therefore, we deduce that (3) =⇒ (2) is proved for the initial quasi-uniformities by using (1) =⇒ (2),
even though it may not be true for the general case as we have seen in Example 5.5.
In addition to (3) =⇒ (1) which is also true for the initial di-uniformities, (3) =⇒ (5) will be directly true
for the initial di-uniformities since (1) =⇒ (5) is satisfied in general.
Consequently, also note that we have a counterexample as [22, Example 4.5] for the converse of (1) =⇒ (5).
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